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Abstract

Magnetic nano drug targeting, with an external magnetic field, can potentially
improve the drug absorption in specific locations of the body. However, the
effectiveness of the procedure can be reduced due to the limitations of the mag-
netic field intensity. This work investigates this technique with the Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approach. A single rectangular coil generates
the external magnetic field. A patient-specific geometry of the Trachea, with
its primary and secondary bronchi, is reconstructed from Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) formatted images, throughout the Vas-
cular Modelling Tool Kit (VMTK) software. A solver, coupling the Lagrangian
dynamics of the magnetic nanoparticles with the Eulerian dynamics of the air,
is used to perform the simulations. The resistive pressure, the pulsatile inlet
velocity and the rectangular coil magnetic field are the boundary conditions.
The dynamics of the injected particles is investigated without and with the
magnetic probe. The flow field promotes particles adhesion to the tracheal wall.
The particles volumetric flow rate in both cases has been calculated. The mag-
netic probe is shown to increase the particles flow in the target region, but at a
limited extent. This behavior has been attributed to the small particle size and
the probe configuration.

Keywords: Magnetic Hydro Dynamics, Patient-Specific, nanoparticles,
Lagrangian model, Eulerian model, Lower respiratory tract.

1. Introduction1

The lung cancer, a malignant tumor, is the first cause of death among com-2

mon cancers, with the World Health Organization reporting a number of death3

of 1.5 million during 2012 [1]. The disease strikes mainly men, 16.7% of the4
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total, with the highest estimated age-standardized incidence rate in Central,5

Eastern Europe and Eastern Asia. The incidence is lower among women, with6

the highest estimated rates in Northern America and Northern Europe [2]. It7

appears impossible to prevent this disease, although the incidence can be re-8

duced by avoiding the main risk factors, such as smoking and air pollution.9

Treatment and long term outcomes rely on the type of cancer, the stage when10

is treated and the patients health. Chemotherapy, surgery and radiotherapy,11

are the most commonly used treatments, despite their numerous hazardous side12

effects.13

In the last decade, new technologies have been developed in order to resolve14

these issues. In the magnetic therapy the drugs are guided directly into the15

interested organs, reducing the drug absorption in the tissues which are not16

interested by the tumor. Lungs represent an ideal target for drug delivery, due17

to the direct access and the large area exposed to drugs [3]. Different types of18

nanoparticles to enhance drug delivery have been studied in [4]. Mouse lungs19

have been investigated in [5] where a large number of leukocytes have been20

found in the lungs parenchyma and in the bronchiole lumen, suggesting they21

were attracted by the magnetic nanoparticles present.22

Several Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) studies have been carried out23

to investigate blood flow [6–12] and the effect of nanoparticles embedded in the24

air flow. Nano and micro particles deposition, after the construction of idealized25

airway geometries, have been studied in [13] in order to find the optimal particle26

diameter for drug targeting. The transport and deposition of nanoparticles for27

cyclic and steady flow at low Reynolds numbers, have been studied in [14] by28

evaluating the mass transfer due to nanoparticles dispersion. The inspiratory29

flow in a three-generation symmetric bifurcation, under the assumption of low30

Reynolds numbers has been investigated in [15], while the turbulent flow has31

been investigated with the k − ω model in [16]. Two breathing conditions, the32

resting/normal and the maximal one, have been studied in [17] by employing33

a patient specific geometry. The secondary flow fields and the inertial effects34

in patient specific lung geometries, obtained from Computed Tomography (CT)35

data set has been studied in [18]. Other studies focused on subject specific36

boundary conditions [19] and on the application of CFD to the surgery field37

in order to evaluate the flow rates in patients with bidirectional anastomosis38

[20]. The particle deposition in the lungs has been investigated in [21], by using39

two different geometry models in order to analyze the best regions where the40

deposition mechanism was higher.41

Biological effects of electromagnetic fields have been investigated in [22],42

while the application of the magnetic technique for the transport of drugs and43

tracers in specific targets has been developed in [23]. Few CFD studies have44

been conducted to simulate the magnetic drug targeting in blood vessels both45

in idealized [24–27] and patient-specific [28, 29] geometries. A mathematical46

model has been proposed in [30] in order to investigate the deposition of mag-47

netic particles aerosol in lung alveolus, by considering only one alveolus with a48

simplified spherical geometry. A particles diameter of 5µm and a quadrupolar49

Halbach permanent magnet array have been used for that study.50
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The present study investigates the fluid dynamics of air inside the lower51

respiratory tract, where nanoparticles, used for drug targeting, are aerosolized,52

inhaled and dragged from the trachea to the bronchiole by an external mag-53

netic field. A patient-specific geometry is reconstructed from a data set of CT54

scan images of a middle-aged healthy man. The air is treated as a continuum55

medium with an Eulerian formulation, while a Lagrangian approach is used for56

the nanoparticles. A rectangular coil is the source of the external magnetic field57

with a current intensity which complies with the clinical standards. The results58

of the simulations without and with the magnetic probe are compared.59

2. Materials and Methods60

2.1. Domain reconstruction61

The domain’s geometry is generated with the open-source software VMTK62

(The Vascular Modeling Toolkit) [31], which reconstructs a real chest surface,63

with the trachea and its primary and secondary bronchi, from a DICOM series64

of images. The lungs are divided into left and right, which can be further65

divided into upper, lower and central lobes. The geometry takes into account66

the principal and secondary bronchial tubes, belonging to the upper and central67

lobes of the right lung, whereas the interested regions of the left one are located68

in the lower lobe. The magnetic field is applied to the upper lobe of the right69

lung, where the tumor is supposed to be. Because of the chest geometry, the axis70

of the magnetic probe is directed towards the left side of the abdomen. Since71

the procedure is operator-dependent, the non-interesting structures and artifacts72

are removed manually. The Level Set algorithm is applied to reconstruct the73

surface of interest [32, 33], which is refined with the Parametric Deformable74

Models, initialized with the Colliding Front methodology. The output of the75

Level Set algorithm is an image, and the Marching Cubes algorithm is used to76

reconstruct the surface, due to the depth of the interested geometry.77

Flow extensions of cylindrical shape, equal to 6 times its diameter, are added78

to the inlets and the outlets of the domain to ensure that the flow, entering and79

leaving the computational domain, is fully developed. This approach allows to80

use standard boundary conditions (BC) to solve the partial differential equations81

(PDE) governing the phenomenon. The computational grid is generated once82

the flow extensions are added. An adaptive mesh is employed with a more refined83

grid close to the wall and in the smaller branches. The computational grid84

employs tetrahedral elements, with minimum and maximum dihedral angles,85

set up in order to reduce the skew angle and the number of non-orthogonal86

cells. Four grids are generated with different number of elements, respectively87

144,712 (grid1), 514,723 (grid2), 853,982 (grid3) and 1,245,423 (grid 4), to verify88

that the numerical solutions are grid-independent [15, 16].89

The domain is shown in Fig.(1), where Fig.(1,a) presents the reconstruction90

obtained with the application of the Marching Cubes algorithm, while Fig.(1,b)91

labels the segments whose drug uptake is monitored during the numerical sim-92

ulations.93
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Figure 1: (a) Application of the Marching Cubes algorithm to obtain a reconstruction of the
Trachea with its collateral structures; (b) Detail of the geometry used in this study.

2.2. Eulerian Model94

The Magneto Hydro Dynamic (MHD) mathematical description is based on95

the coupling between the Navier-Stokes and the Maxwell equations. The MHD96

equations can be written for incompressible flow of air as follows:97

div (~va) = 0 (1)

∂~va
∂t

+ (~va · ∇)~va = − 1

ρa
∇p+ νa∇2~va + ~g +

1

ρaµ0
curl

(

~B
)

× ~B (2)

∂ ~B

∂t
+ (~va · ∇) ~B =

(

~B · ∇
)

~va +
1

σaµ0
∇2 ~B (3)

where the subscript a denotes “air”, νa is the kinematic viscosity, ρa the den-98

sity, µ0 the magnetic permeability in the vacuum, σa the electric conductivity,99

~g the gravity acceleration, p the static pressure, ~va the velocity field, and ~B the100

magnetic induction field. As above mentioned, the air has been considered as101

an incompressible fluid. This is due to the fact that in physiological condition102

the velocity of the air is much smaller than the speed of sound and therefore103

the Mach number is much smaller than 1, and the fluid can be considered in-104

compressible [34].105

The air-momentum equation, Eq.(2), does not take into account the particles-106

air momentum transfer, because for particle volume fraction smaller than 10−6
107
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the disperse phase does not influence the continuum face, in agreement with108

[35, 36]. The effect of the magnetic field on the free ions and the erythrocytes109

is taken into account by the Lorentz force in Eq.(2).110

The particle diameter used in this work is 5nm, which is typical of gold/iron-111

oxide nanoparticles [37, 38], and the particle geometry is spherical. Other shapes112

can be used, and their effect on the fluid flow is documented in the literature113

[39–41], but they are not considered here, because the Lagrangian model used114

is not suitable for non-spherical particles.115

2.3. Lagrangian Model116

Let us consider a particle of diameter dp, velocity ~vp, and mass mp, whose117

center position is ~xp. In a Lagrangian frame of reference, the position of each118

particle is obtained by the integration of its velocity,119

d~xp

dt
= ~vp (4)

which is evaluated from the momentum conservation equation, written as120

d~vp
dt

= − 1

τp

(

~vp − ~va +
d2p
12

∇2~va

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(I)

+

(

1− ρa
ρp

)

~g

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(II)

+
ρa
ρp

(
∂~va
∂t

+ (~va · ∇)~va

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(III)

+

1

2

ρa
ρp

(
∂~va
∂t

+ (~va · ∇)~va −
d~vp
dt

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(IV )

+

(
qp
mp

~vp −
1

ρpµ0
curl

(

~B
))

× ~B

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(V )

(5)

where ρp = 6mp/πd
3
p, (I) is the drag, (II) the buoyancy, (III) the carrier121

phase inertia, (IV ) the added mass and (V ) the Lorentz force. The particle-122

particle interactions is neglected in Eq.(5) because of the small volume of the123

particles, which reduces the probability of collision. Furthermore, qp is the124

electric charge of the particle and τp the relaxation time, defined as125

τp =
4

3

ρpdp
ρbCd |~vb − ~vp|

(6)

The standard definition of the drag coefficient, according to [42], is the fol-126

lowing127

Cd =







24
Rep

Rep < 0.1

24
Rep

(

1 + 1
6Re

2/3
p

)

0.1 < Rep < 1000

0.44 Rep > 1000

(7)

where the particle Reynolds number is defined as128

Rep =
dp |~vb − ~vp|

νb
(8)
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2.4. Boundary Conditions (BC)129

The solution of the Eulerian system requires appropriate boundary condi-130

tions (BC). A non-slip BC is imposed for the velocity on the wall. As far as the131

outlets are concerned, a mixed BC is employed: when the air leaves the domain132

the velocity normal derivative is set to zero, whereas the tangential velocity is133

set to zero when air enters through the boundary. The velocity profile is imposed134

on the inlet with a parabolic profile in steady state, while a Womersley-Evans135

profile is employed in unsteady state, in analogy with [10, 29],136

va (t, ξ) = 8
Q

πD2

(
1− ξ2

)
+ 2ℜ

(
N∑

n=1

VnΦ (τn, ξ) e
jωnt

)

(9)

where137

Φ (τn, ξ) =
J0 (τn)− J0 (τnξ)

J0 (τn)− 2J1 (τn) /τn
(10)

and138

τn = j
3
2
D

2

√
ρ

µ∞

ωn = j
3
2αn (11)

Being r the radial coordinate, D the tracheal diameter, Q the volumetric flow139

rate, ξ = 2r/D, J0 and J1 the zeroth and first-order Bessel functions of the first140

kind, αn the Womersley numbers of order n, ℜ () the real part of a complex141

number, j =
√
−1, Vn the Fourier coefficients of the pulsatile mean velocity142

profile and the number of harmonics used to reproduce the flow rate. By using143

the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, the first ten Fourier coefficients144

of the flow rate in the trachea, derived from experimental data [17–19], are145

employed to reconstruct the velocity profile.146

The physiological waveform is reported in Fig.(2). The flow rate is pulsatile147

and the Reynolds number varies from 0 to 2536, meaning that the flow is lam-148

inar mostly and becomes transitional only at the peaks of the inhalation and149

exhalation phases. For this reason the flow is treated as laminar, in agreement150

with [14, 15].151

As far as the pressure in the unsteady state is concerned, the resistive BC,152

derived in [9, 20], is imposed on all the outlets153

p = pa +RQ (12)

being pa the reference pressure in the alveoli and R the hydraulic resistance.154

The value of the resistance and the reference pressure are extrapolated from155

the steady state simulations by imposing the volumetric flow rates and a zero156

normal derivative condition for the pressure on the outlets.157
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Figure 2: Pulmonary Flow Rate vs time.

2.5. Magnetic Induction BC158

The Boundary Conditions for the magnetic induction field are zero normal159

derivatives everywhere, except on the wall, where the magnetic field of the probe160

is imposed. The external magnetic field is generated by a single rectangular coil,161

with a negligible cross section of the wire, where an electric current is flowing.162

This single rectangular coil is quite common in the clinical practice [43–46].163

An analytical expression for the magnetic induction field is derived in [47].164

A point in the coil reference frame, whose origin is at its centre, is identified165

by the coordinates (x′, y′, z′). The coil dimensions are 2a1 along the x′ axis166

and 2b1 in the y′ direction, with a section of 2.5cm2. The axis is normal of the167

coil surface. The axis z′ is normal of the coil surface. The components of the168

magnetic induction field are169

Bx′ =
µ0I1
4π

4∑

a=1

[

z′(−1)
a+1

ra [ra + da]

]

(13)

By′ =
µ0I1
4π

4∑

a=1




z′(−1)

a+1

ra

[

ra + Ca(−1)
a+1
]



 (14)

Bz′ =
µ0I1
4π

4∑

a=1




da(−1)

a

ra

[

ra + Ca(−1)
a+1
] − Ca

ra [ra + da]



 (15)

with170
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Normal CoilCoords(m) TargetCoords(m) ~B|1cm(mT)
nx = −0.082166 xc = −0.054377 xt = 0.0314 0
ny = 0.93057 yc = −0.0891 yt = −0.3554 0
nz = 0.35677 zc = −0.21683 zt = 0.9342 46.21

Table 1: Source and target coordinates; values for the normal to the chest surface of the
patient; intensity of the Magnetic field along the z

′- axis.

HD(cm) WD(cm) DD(cm) DM−T (cm) TO(s) Remax

31.6 10.0 2.0 12.32 2.0 2536

Table 2: Simulation Parameters: HD (domain height), WD (domain width), DD (do-
main depth), DS−T (magnet-tumor distance), TO (observation time), Remax (max tracheal
Reynolds number).







C1 = −C4 = a1 + x′

C2 = −C3 = a1 − x′

d1 = d2 = y′ + b1
d3 = d4 = y′ − b1

ra =
√

C2
a + d2a + z′2

(16)

The magnetic probe is located 1cm above the patient skin, in order that its171

modulus is smaller than 1.5 T. This is the limit allowed in clinical treatments172

[3, 4], since higher values can cause damage to the patient. The centre of the173

probe and the target are aligned with the z′ axis. The target of the magneto-174

therapy is located at the upper lobe of the right lung because the maximum175

magnetic field must be concentrated on it.176

The external chest surface of the patient is reconstructed using VMTK, with177

the procedure previously illustrated for the trachea. Two geometries are located178

in the same reference frame, in order to calculate the coordinates of the probe179

and the target. The dimensions of the rectangular coil, the current intensity180

and the positions of coil and target are reported in Tab.(1), while the main181

simulation parameters are listed in Tab.(2).182

2.6. Numerical Details183

The numerical simulations are performed with the software OpenFOAM,184

which solves the governing equations through the Finite Volume Method (FVM).185

The present problem has been solved with the mhdB4Foam solver, developed in186

[29], which couples the Lagrangian particle dynamics with the Eulerian MHD.187

Some Boundary Conditions, such as the resistive BC, the pulsatile profile on188

the inlet for unsteady state and the parabolic profile for steady state, are imple-189

mented through the utility groovyBC, in analogy with [29]. Furthermore, the190
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imposed magnetic field on the domain has been set using the rectMagProbe191

external OpenFOAM module, developed in [29]. The simulations are carried on192

for 2 respiratory cycles, considering a period of 1s and a variable time step, in193

order to guarantee a Courant number smaller than 0.5 during the respiratory194

cycle.195

3. Results and Discussion196

3.1. Steady State197

The steady state simulations are carried out until convergence is reached with198

the simpleFoam solver of OpenFOAM, which solves the Navier-Stokes equations199

in steady state. The numerical results, obtained with the four meshes, grid1,200

grid2, grid3 and grid4, are compared by using the mapFields utility, which maps201

the fields from one grid to another. The wall shear stress (WSS), defined as202

τwall = îaxis·ρaνa ([I]− n̂wall ⊗ n̂wall)

(

[∇~va] + [∇~va]
T − 2

3
div (~va) [I]

)

wall

n̂wall

(17)
is used to evaluate the grid independence. The contours of WSS are shown in203

Fig.(3). The WSS does not change significantly from grid1 to grid4. Therefore,204

grid2 is employed to perform the unsteady simulations, being a compromise205

between speed of execution and accuracy.206

Figure 3 shows smaller WSS in the Trachea, due to the small velocity gradi-207

ent, growing in the primary bronchi and reaching the maximum in the secondary208

bronchi. At the entrance of the secondary bronchi, the WSS increases, due to209

the section reduction. In a circular pipe the WSS is inversely proportional to210

the cubed radius. The increased number of branches reduces the mean velocity,211

which tends to reduce the WSS as well. However, the section reduction be-212

tween primary and secondary bronchi is such that the WSS increases, despite213

the smaller mean velocity in the branches.214

3.2. Unsteady State without external magnetic field215

The unsteady state simulations, without external magnetic field, are carried216

out by imposing the value of the current intensity to zero. As far as the inlet217

velocity is concerned, a pulsatile velocity profile is imposed. Figure 4 shows the218

time variations of the pressure field, on the domain wall, at four different time219

steps of the respiratory cycle.220

The pressure variations during the respiratory cycle are very small, about221

1 cm of H2O. During the inhalation there is a net flux of air to the lungs,222

as consequence of the reverse pressure gradient directed from the environment223

to the lungs, which decreases the pressure from the trachea to the secondary224

bronchi, as shown in Fig.(4,a). At the end of the inhalation, there is no net225

mass flow of air between lungs and environment, and the pressure is uniform, as226

shown in Fig.(4,b). At the end of the inspiratory phase, Fig.(4,c), the pressure227
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Figure 3: WSS field for the grid independence study in steady state conditions.

increases slightly. At the beginning of the exhalation, a reverse pressure gradient228

is established between the trachea and the secondary bronchi and air is exhaled,229

as shown in Fig.(4,d).230

Figure 5 presents the nanoparticles coloured by their speed modulus. In231

Fig.(5,a-b) shows a parabolic-like profile at the beginning of the inhalation,232

confirming the laminar regime of motion, is shown. The particles with high233

speed leave the trachea reaching the bronchi, while the particles with low veloc-234

ity tend to move towards the wall, where they are adsorbed. The adsorption of235

magnetic nanoparticles in bronchiole lumen has been observed in animal studies236

[5]. The particles adhesion to the wall is favoured by the low flow rate during237

the exhalation phase, as confirmed by Fig.(5,d-f).238

3.3. Unsteady State with external magnetic field239

The results of the particle motion in the respiratory system with the mag-240

netic probe turned on are presented in this section. The position of the coil and241

the target, the probe direction and the intensity of the magnetic induction field,242

evaluated at 1 cm from the center of the coil, are reported in Table 1.243

The maps of the magnetic field on the wall of the lower respiratory tract are244

shown in Figure ?? at different time steps from the beginning, up to the end245
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Figure 4: Unsteady Pressure field at different time-steps in absence of external magnetic field.

of the exhalation process, when the particles have filled the entire domain. The246

maximum value of the magnetic induction field is located on the closer branch247

to the right upper lobe, where the probe is located, and where the particles tend248

to be dragged.249

The particles path-lines at six instants of time are reported in Figure 7,250

showing that the flow is transitional. At the beginning of the inhalation, the251

path-lines are mostly straight, with the presence of few vortexes, especially252

near the bifurcations, where the velocity gradient becomes higher because of253

the cross-section reduction. The highest velocity is reached in the trachea,254

where the environmental air enters into the lungs. Intermittent vortexes form255

near the bifurcations, due to the curvature changes. At the beginning of the256

exhalation phase, Fig.(7,b-f), the flow rate is lower and directed towards the257

trachea, promoting an helical flow with highly tangled path-lines. With this258

flow-field the time that the particles spend close to the lower respiratory tract259

wall increases, promoting adsorption. Since the tumor is located in the upper260

right lobe of the lungs the increased wall adsorption ultimately reduces the261

efficiency of the technique.262
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Figure 5: Particles speed at different time-steps in absence of external magnetic field.

Figures 8 and 9 show the influence of the magnetic field on the particles263

absorption. In order to underline the effect of the magnetic field, the results264

with the magnetic probe turned off are reported as well.265

Figure 8 reports the particle flow rate per unit volume on the different bound-266

aries during the respiratory cycle. In the Trachea and on the domains wall the267

particle flow rates are of the same order of magnitude. The peak of the ex-268

halation process occurs between 1s and 1.4 s, when the highest flow rate from269

the lungs to the environment occurs. Figures (9,b,e,f,h,j), show that this phase270

corresponds to an increase in particle uptake in bronchioles, probably due to the271

formation of several low speed recirculation regions during the exhalation. The272

geometry of the bronchi is such that their diameter decreases as they proceed273

from the trachea to the alveoli. Therefore, since during exhalation the air moves274
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from the alveoli to the trachea, a flow detachment occurs, causing recirculation275

regions and promoting the uptake of nanoparticles.276

Since the particle flow rate may not show the effectiveness of the use of a277

rectangular coil in the magnetic targeting, its time integration, corresponding278

to the total number of particles that crosses a given section from the beginning279

of the process, is performed.280

The probe is pointed towards the upper right lobe of the patients lungs.281

The uptake of nanoparticles increases in the branches of the lower respiratory282

tract bended in the frontal direction, Fig.(9,b,e,f,h,j), while it decreases in the283

branches bended towards the spine, Fig.(9,c,d,g,i). A slight reduction in the284

particles adhesion to the domain wall is also evidenced.285

Despite the increase of particles concentration in the targeted regions, shown286

in Fig.(9,b), the effect of the magnetic field is not significant. More than 50%287

of the injected particles adhere to the domain wall when the magnetic probe is288

turned off, while it is only 47%, when the magnetic probe is turned on. Similarly,289

the increase of the nanoparticles in the different regions is less than 1%.290

This behavior can be due to the high surface-volume ratio of the lower respi-291

ratory tract, which inherently increases the probability of adhesion, regardless292

of the intensity of the magnetic field, and to the geometry of the probe. The293

magnetic field on the axis of a single square loop decreases quickly from its294

origin, about 100 times at a distance equal to 2.5 times its width. Considering295

that the distance between the source and the target is about 12.32 cm, it is clear296

that this makes the modulus of the magnetic induction considerably low.297

4. Conclusions298

The present work investigates the dynamics of nanoparticles in air flow dur-299

ing magnetic therapy of a lung tumor, which is an emerging alternative to300

chemotherapy, because of the reduced side effects. At the best of the authors301

knowledge, this work represents the first numerical investigation of this tech-302

nique in a patient-specific lower respiratory tract. The lack of numerical studies303

is probably due to the complexity of the problem, which couples the air flow304

with the nanoparticles dynamics under the influence of an external magnetic305

field. The purpose of this work is to verify numerically the effectiveness of this306

technique in the treatment of lung cancer. As every numerical study, this work307

is subject to the limitations due to the input parameters and the model chosen.308

The numerical simulations, for steady and unsteady flow, are carried out309

with the OpenFOAM code in laminar flow, in agreement with [14, 15], with310

Newtonian viscosity for the air and absence of inter and intraparticle forces,311

due to the small size of the drug carriers. The simulations are performed in312

a patient specific geometry, reconstructed from CT slices with VMTK. Three313

routines are employed in OpenFOAM to implement the BCs for the resistive314

pressure, the periodic pulsatile velocity profile and the magnetic field from the315

rectangular coil. Furthermore, a solver coupling the Eulerian MHD of the air316

with the Lagrangian motion of particles is developed.317
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One simulation with the magnetic probe turned off and one with the probe318

turn on are carried out. The results are compared to assess the increase of drug319

uptake in the lung due to the magneto-therapy and consequently the reduced320

dispersion in other locations. The rectangular coil, pointing perpendicularly to321

the tumor is positioned in a specific point, 1 cm above the upper right lobe of322

the lungs.323

The results of the numerical simulations show that, despite the induced324

magnetic field increases the particle uptake, a small fraction of the total number325

of particles injected reaches the target. This can be due to the high surface326

volume ratio of the lower respiratory tract and the design of the magnetic probe.327

This conclusion is in contrast with the mathematical model developed for328

lung alveolus in [30]. This is probably due to the different probe employed, the329

larger particle diameter (5 µm) and the higher magnetic field (0.2-2.2 T). Mag-330

netic drug delivery is extremely sensitive to these parameters. Moreover, the331

drug distribution in different branches is not investigated in [30]. The low per-332

formance of the magnetic drug delivery in the present study can be due to three333

factors: (i) the nanoparticle size; (ii) the magnet-tumor distance; (iii) the probe334

design. As far as the nanoparticle size is concerned, as shown by Eqs.(18,19) in335

[29] a low particle diameter increases the acceleration due to Lorentz force, but336

it also increases the friction. However, because of the low magnetic field applied337

[48, 49] the effect on the friction is predominant. Therefore, larger particles338

should increase the effectiveness of the technique, as in [30]. The probe-tumor339

distance is another factor, which limits the effectiveness of the technique. Un-340

fortunately, this parameter cannot be tuned at will, and in a superficial tumor,341

the magnetic drug targeting is likely be more effective.342

The design of the magnetic probe is another factor that influences the out-343

come of the procedure. The modulus of the magnetic induction field of a single344

rectangular coil decreases considerably with the distance from the target, as in345

the right lung. Being the right lung about 12.32 cm far from the source, the346

modulus of the magnetic induction field is considerably small. A solution to this347

problem could be to increase the value of the current intensity flowing in the348

probe, but this is not possible because higher values of the magnetic field could349

affect the health of the patient, and is forbidden by law [48, 49]. A solution350

could be to modify the design of the probe in order to reduce the rate of decay351

of the magnetic field. A possible configuration could include multiple probes,352

positioned in appropriate locations.353

CFD allows detailed visualization of biological fluid flows, which increases354

our understanding of natural phenomena, but it has some limitations due to355

computational resources required to simulate a process in a complex domain.356

The question then rises as to whether or not the observation time (2 s) is357

sufficient to judge the effectiveness of the technique. It would be certainly better358

to extend the simulations to few minutes, but the particle volumetric flow rate359

in Fig. 9 show negligible differences between the cases. It seems unlikely that360

the percentage of injected particles, which reach the right lung will significantly361

increase over time.362

Further numerical simulations, in different patient-specific geometries and363

14



with different probes, are planned to assess the effectiveness of the therapy in364

different conditions.365
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Figure 6: Magnetic Induction Field and particle positions at different time steps, with external
magnetic field.
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Figure 7: Velocity Field and velocity streamlines at different time steps with external magnetic
field.
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Figure 8: Particle volumetric flow rate per unit volume vs time for the two different conditions.
B0 = magnetic field off; B1 = magnetic field on.
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Figure 9: Particle number vs time for the two different conditions. B0 = magnetic field off;
B1 = magnetic field on.
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